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1. Introduction 
1.1. The main result. Given CW-complexes X, Y, . . . , Y,, our aim is to classify, up 
to hornotopy, all towers of (Serre) fibrations of CW-complexes 
f, 
f:Xn-Xn-1 
fi -...-+x,-x 
such that all fibres of each A (1 I icn) have the weak homotopy type of Yi. To do 
this, call a map f +f’ between two such towers, i.e. a commutative diagram of the 
form 
f, 
x”-x”~ 
fl 
1 - 1.. -x 1 
-x 
I 1 I I id 
f,’ fi x;----+x;_ - . . . -x’-x 1 1 
a homotopy equivalence whenever all vertical maps are homotopy equivalences 
and denote by BEYi (1 I is n) the classifying space of the topological monoid 
El$ of the self homotopy equivalences of Y.. Furthermore define induct- 
ively a homotopical wreath product B(EYj:, . . . , EY,) (l~j<n) as the total space 
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of the obvious quasi-fibration over BEYj with as fibre the function space 
(BFY,.,,..., EY,))?. Our main result then is: 
Theorem. The homotopical wreath product B(EY,, . . . , EY,) is a classifying com- 
plex for the towers of fibrations of CW-complexes in which the fibres have the weak 
homotopy types of Y,, . . . , Y,,, in the strong sense that 
(i) for every CW-complex X, there is a 1-l correspondence (which is natural in 
X) between the components of the function space (B(EY,, ...,EY,))x and the 
homotopy equivalence classes of such towers of fibrations over X, and 
(ii) for every such tower of fibrations f: X,- ... +X, +X, the (see (i)) cor- 
responding component of (B(EY,, . . . , EY,,))x has the same weak homotopy type as 
the classifying space BEf of the topological monoid Ef of the self homotopy 
equivalences off. 
A similar result holds for infinite towers of fibrations in which the fibres have the 
weak homotopy types of a given sequence of CW-complexes Y,, . . . , Y,,, . . . . In this 
case the classifying space is the (infinite) homotopical wreath product 
B(EY,, . . . , EY,, . . . ) 
which is obtained as an inverse limit of the B(EY,, . . . , EY,,) (n> 1). 
If Y=K(G;, i) for all ir 1, one gets the interesting 
Corollary. The homotopical wreath product B(EK(G,, l), . . . , EK(G,, n), . . . ) 
classifies up to homotopy the connected CW-complexes Y such that pi Y= Gi for 
all ir 1, in the strong sense that 
(i) there is a canonical l-l correspondence between the components of 
B(EK(G,, I), . . . , EK(G,, n), . . . ) and the homotopy types of these CW-complexes, 
and 
(ii) for every such CW-complex Y, the (see (i)) corresponding component of 
B(EK(G,, l), . . . , EK(G,, n), . . . ) has the same weak homotopy type as BEY. 
Of course we actually prove the (in view of [S, §16] and [5, 051) equivalent 
simplicial results, Theorem 6.2 and Corollary 6.3. In the ‘initial case’, i.e. the case 
that Y.= * for i> 1, 6.2(i) is the fundamental result of Barratt-Gugenheim-Moore 
[l] while 7.2(ii) was proved in [3]. 
1.2. Applications to Postnikov systems. There are some immediate applications to 
Postnikov systems, such as (see Section 10) 
(i) a necessary and sufficient condition in order that two sequences of k-cocycles 
give rise to the same homotopy type, and 
(ii) the observation that the information contained in a sequence of k-cocycles 
does not necessarily have to be described inductively ‘from the bottom up’. 
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1.3. Organization of thepaper. After fixing some notation and terminology (in Sec- 
tion 2), we review (in Section 3) some of the basic facts about twisted (Cartesian) 
products (the simplicial analog of coordinate bundles) and discuss (in Section 4) a 
pair of adjoint functors which turns out to be very useful. 
In Section 5 we formulate the central result of this paper (Theorem 5.7) which 
classifies iterated twisted products with given fibres and sirnplicial groups of 
automorphisms of these fibres, by means of a homotopical wreath product of these 
groups of automorphisms, and in Section 6 we use this classification result to obtain 
simplicial versions of the theorem and the corollary mentioned in 1.1. 
The next three sections are devoted to a proof of Theorem 5.7. In Section 7 we 
introduce an algebraic wreath product of simplicial groups of automorphisms and 
note that, almost by definition, iterated twisted products with given fibres and 
groups of automorphisms are classified by the classifying complex of this algebraic 
wreath product of these groups of automorphisms. The proof of Theorem 5.7 then 
is completed by the observation (9.1) that the homotopical wreath product of these 
groups of automorphisms has the same homotopy type as the just mentioned classi- 
fying complex of their algebraic wreath product. The proof of this last statement 
uses a simplicial representability theorem (8.1) or more precisely, a corollary thereof 
(8.2) which says that, under suitable conditions, a natural map is a homotopy 
equivalence iff it is l-l and onto on components (which is, of course, easier to 
verify). 
The applications to Postnikov systems (1.2) are contained in a final section (Sec- 
tion 10). 
2. Simplicial preliminaries 
We assume some basic knowledge of simplicial sets, as can be found, for instance, 
in [8] and [2, Chapter VIII]. In particular, 
2.1. Simplicial sets. As usual S will denote the category of simplicial sets and an 
object of S will be called fibrant if it satisfies the extension condition [8, $11. A 
simplicial set X is minimal if it is fibrant and if no proper subcomplex X’CX is a 
strong deformation retract of X. 
For every integer kz 0, the standard k-simplex A [k] ES is the simplicial set freely 
generated by one element ik in dimension k. For every pair of objects X, YE S, we 
denote by hom(X, Y) ES the function complex, which has as k-simplices the maps 
d [k] xX+ YE S or equivalently, the commutative diagrams 
d[k] xX +A[k]x Y 
pro\ J&j. 
A WI 
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If Y is fibrant, then so is hom(X, Y) for all XES. 
A map in S is called a weak equivalence whenever its geometric realization [8, 9 141 
is a homotopy equivalence and similarly, two objects of S are called weakly 
equivalent whenever their geometric realizations have the same homotopy type. 
2.2. Self weak equivalences and automorphisms in S. The simplicial monoid of self 
weak equivalences of a simplicial set X is the submonoid EXC hom(X, X) con- 
sisting of the commutative diagrams 
n [k] x Xp A[k]xX 
A [kl 
in which the horizontal map is a weak equivalence, and the simplicial group of 
automorphisms of X is its maximal subgroup AXC EX (which consists of the above 
commutative diagrams in which the horizontal map is an isomorphism). The trivial 
subgroup of AX will be denoted by 1X. If X is minimal (2. l), then AX= EX. 
The simplicial group AX clearly acts on the left on X and on the right on 
hom(X, Y). There is also a left action of AX on hom(X, Y), which is given by 
af = fa-’ (a E AX, fe hom(X, Y)). 
2.3. The F-construction. The classifying complex of a simplicial monoid M is the 
simplicial set %I4 which has as n-simplices the n-tuples (aO, .. . , a,, _ ,) of simplices 
of M with dim ai = i for all i; the faces and degeneracies are given by the formulas 
d;(ao, . . . . a,_,)=(ao,...,a,~i_I.doa,~i,dla,_i+1,...,di~Ia,_1), 
s, (a,, . . . , a,_I)=(ao ,..., a,_i_l, l,Soa,_i ,..., Si-la,_l). 
If M is a simplicial group, then @%f is fibrant (2.1). 
As a simplicial monoid can be considered as a simplicial category (i.e. a category 
enriched [7] over S) with a single object, one can more generally define the classifu- 
ing complex of a small simplicial category C as the simplicial set WC which has as 
n-simplices the sequences of maps in C 
c,-cn_,- . . . -c, --+ co 
in which dim a; = i for all i, with faces and degeneracies given by the above for- 
mulas. Zf C is a simplicial groupoid (i.e. all its maps are invertible) then [4] FW is 
fibrant. 
3. Twisted (Cartesian) products 
As twisted (Cartesian) products, which are the simplicial analog of coordinate 
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bundles, play a central role in this paper, we briefly review some of their basic pro- 
perties [8]. First their definition: 
3.1. Twisted (Cartesian) products. The twisted (Cartesian) product with (see 
Section 2) base XES, fibre YES, (simplicial) group A’YCA Y and twisting map 
t: X+ @‘A/YES is the simplicial set XX, Y which has as n-simplices the pairs of 
n-simplices (x, y) (x E X, y E Y), with faces and degeneracies given by 
4,(x, Y)=(~A Itxldov), 
di(X,y)=(diX, di_Y), O<irn, 
S;(X,_Y)=(S;X,Siy), Oliln, 
where j txl denotes the (n - 1)-simplex of A’Y which appears as the last entry in 
txE @A/Y. Clearly Xx, Y is natural in X and if f :X’+XtzS is a weak 
equivalence, then so is the induced map X’X,~ Y-+Xx, YE S. Note that our nota- 
tion Xx, Y is the reverse of the one of [8] and is more convenient when (as in Sec- 
tion 5) one considers (infinitely) iterated twisted products. 
Restriction to the first coordinate of a twisted product Xx, Y yields a projection 
map Xx, Y+XES which is a fibration [8, $71 whenever Y is fibrant (2.1) and 
which is a minimal fibration [8, Q lo] whenever Y is minimal (2.1). Moreover this 
projection admits 
3.2. A canonical trivialization. Given a twisted product Xx, Y and a k-simplex 
XEX, let d[k]x,,, Y denote the twisted product induced by the map Ax: A [k] + 
XES which (2.1) sends ik to x. Then there is a (unique) isomorphism 
a,:A[k]xYzd[k]x,,,YES 
such that a,(z, y) = (z, y) whenever z is ik or any (iterated) degeneracy of ik. 
Using these canonical trivializations one can now define 
3.3. Equivalences between twisted products. Given a fibre YES and a group A’ YC 
A Y, an A’ Y-equivalence between twisted products with bases X and X’ and twisting 
maps t :X-t @‘A/Y and t’:X’+ WA’Y, will be an isomorphism g:Xx,Y+ 
X’ x,, YES such that 
(i) there is a (unique) isomorphism g:X+X’e S which makes the diagram 
commutative, and 
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(ii) for every k-simplex XE X (kr 0), the resulting composition 
A [k] x YaX 
-I 
A fkl XrAx Y-A[k] x 
agx 
f’A,&% Y-A [k] x Y 
A WI * A WI ’ A WI ’ A WI 
is a k-simplex of A ’ Y. 
If X=X’ and ~EA’X for some subgroup A’XcAX, then g is also called an 
(A’X,A’Y)-equivalence. Thus (2.2) ifX=X’ and g=id, then g is a (lX,A’Y)- 
equivalence. 
We end with observing that in this terminology the main result of [l] becomes 
3.4. Theorem. Given objects X, YES and a subgroup A’YCAY, two maps 
t, t’ : X-+ @A’ YE S are homotopic iff there exists a (1X, A’ Y)-equivalence 
Xx, Y-Xx,, Y. 
4. A useful pair of adjoint functors 
Next we discuss a pair of adjoint functors which turns out to be very useful in 
dealing with iterated twisted products and their classifying complexes (Section 5). 
We start with a 
4.1. Description of the functors. Given YES and A’YCAY, let Sl WA’Y denote 
the over category, which has as objects the maps t : X+ WA’ YE S and as maps t -+ t’ 
the commutative diagrams 
The functor @ : Sl @‘A’ Y-S, which sends a map t : X+ @A’ YE S to the twisted 
product Xx, YES, and the functor Y: S +Sl F%‘A’Y, which sends an object ZE S 
to the projection map PA' Yx, hom( Y, Z) -+ I@A’Y (where t is induced by the left 
action (2.2) of A’ Y on hom( Y, Z)) then have the property: 
4.2. Proposition. The above functors @ and Y form a pair of adjoint functors 
@:Sl WA’Y++S: Y. 
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The remainder of this section will be devoted to a proof of this proposition or 
more precisely, to the outlines of two proofs. 
4.3. First proof of 4.2. This consists of showing that the above pair of functors is 
the composition of two rather well-known pairs of adjoint functors. 
Given an object BE S and an object (E+B) E SlB, the internal product functor 
_ x,(E+ B) : SIB+ SJB has as right adjoint the internal function complex functor 
hom,((E-tB), -):SlB-+SlB which sends an object (X-‘B)ESLB to the object 
(Y-B) E SlB in which the k-simplices of Y (k> 0) are the pairs (b, f) where b is 
a k-simplex of B and (in the notation of 3.3) f is a map db x,(E-+B)+(X+B) E 
S 1 B. Furthermore the forgetful functor F: S 1 B+ S has as right adjoint the fun&or 
F’ : S + S 1 B which sends each object XE S to the projection map XX B + B. 
One now readily verifies that the composition 
S-lB - 
x,C=‘B) F 
*SlB-S 
reduces to the above functor @ if one takes for E+B the projection map of the 
universal twisted product with fibre Y and group A’Y, i.e. the map 
l%‘A’YXi, Y+ WA’Y. To complete the proof it thus remains to verify that, for this 
choice of the map EA B, the composition of the right adjoints 
S%lB 
hom,W+W,-) slB 
coincides with the above functor Y. This is a lengthy but straightforward calculation 
which we will leave to the reader. 
4.4. Second proof of 4.2. A more ad hoc proof is the following. Given a map 
t : X-t @CA’ YES and an object ZES, form the twisted product Xx,,hom(Y, Z), 
where t’ is the twisting map induced by t. The maps t+ Y/ZES~ l?A’Y then 
are in a natural l-l correspondence with the sections of the projection map 
Xx,, hom(Y, Z)+X and one thus has to show that the latter are in a natural l-l 
correspondence with the maps Xx, Y+ZES. Again this is a lengthy but straight- 
forward calculation which is, of course, rather similar to the one of 4.3. 
5. Classification of iterated twisted products 
In this section we formulate what is in some sense the central result of this paper, 
namely (5.7) a classification of iterated twisted products with given fibres and 
groups, by means of the homotopical wreath product of these groups. 
We start with the obvious definition of 
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5.1. Iterated twisted products and equivalences between them. The iterated twisted 
product 
with base X, fibres Y,,..., Y,, groups A’Y,CAY,,...,A’Y,CAY, and twisting 
maps t,, . . . , tn is inductively defined as 
Xx1, Y, x,;.. x& r, = (XXI, Yl XI,... x,,_, yn-1)X& yn. 
Similarly, given a subgroup A’XCAX, one defines an (A’X, A’Y,, . . . ,A’Y,)- 
equivalence 
g : xx,, Y, xt;.. X& Y,+Xx,; Y, Xt;“’ Xr;, Y, 
between two such iterated products with the same base, fibres and groups, as an 
A’Y,-equivalence (3.3) such that the induced map 
g:xx,, Y, x,;*- XI,-, Y,_,+Xx,; Y, x,;“’ XI,_, Y,_, 
is an (A’X,A’Y,, . . . . A/Y,_,)-equivalence and we denote by A#(Xx,, Y, xl, ... x,,, Y,,) 
the (2.2 and 3.3) resulting simplicial group of (1 X, A’ Y,, . . . , A’ YJ-automorphisms of 
Xxt, Yl x,, ... x,~ Y,,, which has as k-simplices (k~0) the (l(A [k] xX),A’Y,, . . ..A’Y.)- 
equivalences 
A [k] xxx,, Y, XI*..* Xln Y,-A [k] xxx,, Y, x,;.. Xln Y,. 
Less obvious is the definition of the corresponding classifying complexes which, 
for reasons which will become clear in Section 9, we call 
5.2. Homotopical wreath products. Let Y,, . . . , Y, E S. For (simplicial) subgroups 
A’Y,CAY,,..., A’ Y, CA Y,, , their homotopical wreath product @(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,) 
then is inductively defined as 
m(A’YI,..., A’Y,,)= mA’Y,x,hom(Y,, P(A’Y,,...,A’Y,J) 
where 1 denotes the twisting map induced by the obvious (2.2) action of A’Y, on 
hom(Y,, @‘(A’Y,, . . . . A’ Y,)). This definition readily implies that p(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,,) 
is fibrant and that, for every XES, 
P(lX, A’Y ,,..., A’Y,)=hom(X, R(A’Y ,,..., A’Y,)). 
The term ‘homotopical wreath product’ will be justified in Section 9, where we 
will show that the homotopical wreath product m(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,,) is weakly 
equivalent to the classifying complex of ‘the algebraic wreath product (7.1) of 
A’Y,,...,A’Y,‘. 
All this readily generalizes to 
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5.3. The infinite case. The iterated twisted product Xx,, Y, x,;.. x,~ Y;.. 
with base X, fibres Y,, . . . , Y,, . . . ,groups A’Y,, . . . ,A’Y,, . . . and twisting maps 
t ,,..., t, )... will be the inverse limit of the obvious sequence of projection maps and, 
as above, there are obvious corresponding notions of (A’X, A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,, . . . )- 
equivalences between two such iterated products and simplicial group A#(Xx,, 
Y, Xl,... xrn Yfi . ..) of (1X, A’Y ,,..., A’Y, ,... )-automorphisms of XX,, Y, x,;.. x,~ 
Y;*. . 
To obtain the infinite homotopical wreath product one notes that the projection 
map 
@(A’Yn_,, A’Y,)= pA’Y,-, x,hom(Y,_,, pA’Y,,)-+ WA/Y,_, 
is (3.1) a fibration, which induces projection maps 
%(A’Y;, . . . . A’Y,)+ w(A’Y,, . . ..A’Y.p,) 
for all 1~ i< n, which are also fibrations. It thus makes homotopy sense to take the 
resulting inverse limit 
@(A’Y ,,..., A’Y, ,... )=li$A’Y, ,..., A’Y,). 
In view of the adjointness of 4.2 these definitions imply: 
5.4. Proposition. Given X, Y,, . . . , Y,,, . . . ES and subgroups A’Y,cAY,,..., 
A’Y,cAY,,, . . . . iterated adjunction (4.2) yields a natural (in X) 1-l corre- 
spondence between the maps X-t W(A’ Y,, . . . , A’Y,, . . . ) E S and the iterated 
twisted products with base X, fibres Y,, . . . , Y,,, . . . and groups A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,,, . , . . 
5.5. Corollary. The k-simplices (k? 0) of W(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,,, . . . ) are in a canonical 
l-1 correspondence with the iterated twisted products with base A[k], fibres 
Y Y,,... ,, *.*, and groups A’Y, ,..., A’Y, ,... . 
5.6. Corollary. In the above fibration W(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,) + W(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y, ,), 
the fibre which lies over the vertex of @(A’ Y,, . . . , A’Y,_,) which (5.5) corresponds 
to the iterated twisted product Y, x,, Y, x,;.. x,,_, Y,-, is canonically isomorphic 
to the function complex 
hom((Y, xt? Y2 xr;.. x,~~, Yn_,), @A/Y,). 
Finally we state our central classification 
5.7. Theorem. Let Y, ,..., Y, ,... ES and let A’Y,cAY ,,..., A’Y,CAY,, ,... be 
subgroups. Then F?‘(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,, . . . ) is a classifying complex for the iterated 
twisted products with fibres Y,, . . . , Y,, . . . and groups A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,,, . . . , in the 
strong sense that 
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(i) the correspondence of 5.4 induces, for every XE S, a l-l correspondence 
(which is natural in X) between the components of hom(X, p(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,, . . . )) 
and the (1X, A’Y, ,..., A’Y, ,... )-equivalence classes of such iterated twisted pro- 
ducts with base X, and 
(ii) for every such iterated twisted product XX~, Y, x,;.. x,~ Y,,... , the (see (i)) 
corresponding component of hom(X, W(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,,, . . . )) is weakly equivalent 
to I%‘A#(Xx,, Y, x,;.. x,~ Y;..). 
The proof of this theorem will be postponed until Section 9. 
6. Homotopy classification of towers of fibrations 
We now use Theorem 5.7 to prove a simplicial version of the homotopy classifica- 
tion result for towers of fibrations, which was described in 1.1. First some 
definitions: 
6.1. Towers offibrations and weak equivalences between them. By a tower offibra- 
tions with base XE S and fibres weakly equivalent to Y,, . . . , Y,,, . . . E S we mean a 
sequence 
f:... f, -xn-xn_l fl -...-X,-X 
of fibrations in S such that all fibres of each fi (i> 1) are weakly equivalent to 6. 
A weak equivalence f-f’ between two such towers will be a commutative diagram 
f, 
. ..-x -x,_ 
fi 
n 1 - . . . -_y 1 -x 
in which the vertical maps are weak equivalences, and we denote by Ef the simplicial 
monoid of self weak equivalences off, which has as k-simplices (k I 0) the self weak 
equivalences of the tower 
. ..-A[k]xX., 
id xf, 
-A[k] xX,_, 
idxf, 
-...-A[k]xX. 
Now we can formulate our homotopy classification. 
6.2. Theorem. Let Y,, . . . , Y,, . . . ~Sbeminimal(2.1). Then W(AY, ,..., AY, ,... )is 
a classifying complex for the towers of fibrations with fibres weakly equivalent o 
Y,, . . . . Y n, . . . , in the strong sense that 
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(i) the correspondence of 5.4 induces, for every XES, a l-l correspondence 
(which is natural in X) between the components of hom(X, @(A Y,, . . . , A Y,,, . . . )) 
and the weak equivalence classes of such towers of fibrations with base X, and 
(ii) for every such tower of fibrations f with base X, the (see (i)) corresponding 
component of hom(X, W(A Y,, . . . , A Y,, . . . )) is weakly equivalent o WEf. 
If G 1, ...I G,, . . . is a sequence of potential homotopy groups (i.e. groups which 
are abelian, except for possibly G,) and K(G;, i) (ir 1) denotes the minimal 
Eilenberg-MacLane complex [8, $231, then 5.5 and 6.2 readily imply 
6.3. Corollary. W(AK(G,, l), . . . . AK(G,, n), . . . ) classifies the connected minimal 
simplicial sets X such that rtiX= Gj for all ir 1, in the strong sense that 
(i) the correspondence of 5.4 induces a l-l correspondence between the com- 
ponents of W(AK(G,, l), . . . , AK(G,, n), . . . ) and the isomorphism classes of such 
simplicial sets, and 
(ii) for every such minimal simplicial set X, the (see (i)) corresponding component 
of W(AK(Gl, l), . . . ,AK(G,, n), . . . ) is weakly equivalent o (2.2) WAX = WEX. 
Moreover, the correspondence of 5.4 induces a l-l correspondence between the 
k-simplices (kz0) of W(AK(G,, l), . . . , AK(G,, n), .,. ) and the iterated twisted pro- 
ducts of the form A [k] x,, K(GI, 1) x,;.. xt,K(G,, n) ... . 
It remains to give a 
6.4. Proof of Theorem 6.2. In view of [8, $101 every tower of fibrations is weakly 
equivalent to a tower of minimal fibrations and any two towers of minimal fibra- 
tions which are weakly equivalent are actually isomorphic. Moreover [8, Chapter 
IV] every tower of minimal fibrations with base X and fibres (weakly) equivalent 
to Y,,..., Y, determines a unique (1 X, A Y,, . . . , A Y,,, . . . )-equivalence class of 
iterated twisted products, and the simplicial monoid of self weak equivalences of 
such a tower is actually a simplicial group which, moreover, is isomorphic to the 
simplicial group of (1 X, A Y,, . . . , A Y,, . . . )-automorphisms of each of these cor- 
responding iterated twisted products. Theorem 6.2 now is an immediate conse- 
quence of Theorem 5.7. 
7. Algebraic wreath products 
In preparation for the proof of Theorem 5.7 (Section 9) we generalize the classical 
wreath product of groups to an (algebraic) wreath product of simplicial groupoids 
and note (7.4) that, almost by definition, this wreath product can be used to classify 
iterated twisted products. 
If Y, and Y, are (discrete simplicial) sets, then the wreath product of subgroups 
A’ Y, CA Y, and A’ Y, C A Y, can [6] be considered as a group of automorphisms of 
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the projection map Yi x Y2 -+ Y, , and it thus is not difficult to see that, for Yi and 
Y, not necessarily discrete, this generalizes to a simplicial groupoid (2.3) of 
equivalences between the various projection maps Y, X, Y, + Y, . If, moreover, one 
wants to be able to consider iterated wreath products, then it becomes necessary to 
define not just wreath products of simplicial groups, but more generally 
7.1. Wreath products of simplicial groupoids (which act effectively on sets of 
simplicial sets). For i= 1, 2, let Yj be a set of objects of S and let A Yi denote the 
simplicial groupoid which has as objects the elements Y;E Yi and as maps YiY,- Yi’ 
in dimension n 2 0, the commutative diagrams 
Ablx I: bA[n]x q’ 
pro\ /oj. 
in which the horizontal map is an isomorphism. Furthermore, let A’ yjCA pi 
(i= 1,2) be subgroupoids containing all the objects and for every element YE E, 
let A’ Y =A Y fl A’ EcA q. Then we denote by Yi x, YZ the set of the simplicial 
sets Y, x, Y, with Y, E Y,, Y, E Yz and t : Y, --f PA’Y, E S. and we define the wreath 
product A' y, 1 A’ yz as the subgroupoid of A( yl X, r2) which consists of all the ob- 
jects and all the (A’ Fl, A’Fz)-equivalences, i.e. isomorphisms 
g:A[n]xY,x,Y,+A[n]xY;x,,Y; 
such that 
(i) there is a (unique) map 8: A[n] x Y, + A [n] x Y; E A’ yl which makes the 
diagram 
g 
~blxY~x,Y2 - A[n] x Y;x,,Y; 
proj. , I proj. 
g 
Ablx Y, A[n]x Y, 
commutative, and 
(ii) for every k-simplex XEA [n] x Y, (kzO), the composition (see 3.2 and 3.3) 
-1 
d tkl x y2 
ax 
-A [kl X/Ax y2 - d [kl X/‘&x y2 
a@ 
‘---A[[k]x Y; 
proj. 
A WI 
id id id 
is a k-dimensional map in A’ y2. 
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This wreath product comes with an obvious projection functor A’& ]A’Y,+A’Y, 
which is a fibration in the sense of 14, $21. 
Finally, given sets Y,, . . . , Fn, . . . of simplicial sets and subgroupoids A’ YI c 
AYI, . . . . A’Y,,cAY,,, . . . containing all the objects, one defines iterated wreath pro- 
ducts inductively by 
Note that in the above definition of wreath product the symbol ] was used instead 
of the usual symbol 1 and that the order of the factors was the reverse of the usual 
one. Just as for twisted products, this makes it easier to handle the (infinitely) 
iterated case. 
The above definitions immediately imply 
7.2. Proposition. Let X, YI ,..., Y,,, . . . ES and let A’Y,CAY ,,..., A’Y,C 
A I”,, . . . be subgroups. Then the vertices of (2.2) @‘(1X] A’Y, ]+..] A’Y, ]...) are 
(in l-l correspondence with) the iterated twisted products with base X, fibres 
Y ,, ... , Y,, . . . and groups A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,,, . . . . 
7.3. Proposition. The inverse image of (7.2) an object 
xx,, yt ... X,“. , Y,_‘E lXSA’Y, i.*.SA’Y,_, 
under the projection 1X] A’YI ]...I A’Y, +1X] A’Y, ]+..I A’Y,_, is exactly the 
wreath product 1(Xx,, Y, ~,;-a x,,,_, Y,_,) S A’Y,. 
Moreover, the results of [4, $31 now readily yield the desired classification: 
7.4. Theorem. Let X, Y, ,..., Y, ,... ES and let A’Y,CAY, ,..., A’Y,cAY, ,... be 
subgroups. Then (2.3) @(1X] A’Y, ]...] A’Y,, sm..) classifies the iterated twisted 
products with base X, fibres Y,, . . . , Y,,, . . . and groups A’Y,, . . . , A’Y,, . . . up to 
(lX,A’Y, ,..., A’Y,,, . . . )-equivalences, in the strong sense that 
(i) the correspondence of 7.2 induces a l-l correspondence between the com- 
ponents of ~(lXSA’Y,S...SA’Y,S...) and the (lX,A’Y,,...,A’Y,,...)- 
equivalence ciasses of these iterated twisted products, and 
(ii) for every such iterated twisted product Xx,, Y, x0 ... x,~ Y,... , the (see (i)) 
corresponding component of @(1X S A’ Y, S .a. ] A’ Y,, S ...) is weakly equivalent to 
@‘A#(Xx,, Y, x,;.. x,~ Y,...). 
We end with observing that 
7.5. w(lXf A’ YI I.*-S A’Y,, S...) IS contravariant in X. Indeed it is not difficult to 
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see that m(lxjA’Y, j...jA’Y,j...) can be pulled back along any map X’ -+XE S 
and that the result is a contravariant functor W(l - 1 A’ Y,, 1 .a+ SA’ Y, 1 ..a) : S -+ S. 
8. Simplicial representability 
Another ingredient needed in the proof of Theorem 5.7 (Section 9) is a corollary 
(8.2) of the following simplicial representability result, which gives necessary and 
sufficient conditions in order that a contravariant functor S+ S be weakly 
equivalent to a function complex functor hom(-, V) : S--f S, for some fibrant VE S. 
8.1. Theorem. Let U: S + S be a contravariant functor such that I/X is fibrant (2.1) 
for all XE S. Then U is naturally weakly equivalent o the function complex functor 
hom(-, UA [0]) : S-+ S iff U satisfies the conditions: 
(i) U sends weak equivalences to weak equivalences, 
(ii) for every set {Xa}aEJ of objects of S, the obvious map 
is a weak equivalence, and 
(iii) for every object X E S and subcomplexes X’, X” C X, the induced diagram 
U(X’UX”) ___f UX’ 
UX” - U(X’ n X”) 
is a homotopy pullback square, i.e. the obvious map from U(X’uX”) to 
the homotopy inverse limit [2, Chapter XI] of the remaining diagram UX’-+ 
U(X’ n X”) + UX” is a weak equivalence. 
Combining this with a Yoneda type argument one readily gets 
8.2. Corollary. A natural transformation f: U, 4 Uz between contravariant func- 
tors U, , U, : S + S which satisfy all the conditions of 8.1, is a natural weak equi- 
valence iff the induced natural transformation no f: no U, + no U, is a natural 
equivalence. 
8.3. Remark. The same argument yields: Two contravariant functors U,, LJ, : S + S 
which satisfy all the conditions of 8.1 are naturally weakly equivalent (by means 
of a zigzag of natural weak equivalences) tff there exists a natural equivalence 
=o U1 =7toUz. 
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8.4. Proof of Theorem 8.1. The ‘only if’ part is obvious, but the ‘if’ part requires 
several of the results of [2, Chapters XI and XIII] on homotopy inverse and direct 
limits. 
Let A be the category of finite ordered sets (0, . . . , n) (n 2 0) and weakly monotone 
maps and, for XE S, let X*: AoP+ S denote the functor which sends (0, . . . , n) to 
the (discrete simplicial) set of the n-simplices of X. Then [2, p. 3311 the natural 
map ho<mX,-+XES is a weak equivalence and hence so is the induced map 
hom(X, UA[O]) + hom(hojm X*, A[O]) ES. By [2, p. 3341 this last simplicial set is 
naturally isomorphic to ho$m hom(X,, UA[O]), while [2, p. 3041 and 8.l(ii) imply 
that the obvious map holJm UX,+ ho&m hom(X,, A [0]) ES is a weak equivalence. 
In view of 7.1(i) the induced map UX+ U ho>m X, E S is also a weak equivalence 
and the desired result now follows from the fact that the conditions of 8.1 readily 
imply that ho$m UX, and U hoim X, are naturally weakly equivalent. 
A non-trivial example of a functor satisfying the conditions of Theorem 8.1 is 
provided by 
8.5. Proposition. Let YE Sand let A’Yc A Y be a subgroup. Then the contravariant 
functor (7.5) W( 1 - S A Y) : S -+ S sends 
(i) weak equivalences to weak equivalences, 
(ii) disjoint unions to products, and 
(iii) pushout squares in which all maps are cofibrations (i.e. l-l) to pullback 
squares in which all maps are fibrations. 
8.6. Proof of Proposition 8.5. To prove (i), it suffices to show that every weak 
equivalence f :X: -+XE S which is a cofibration, induces a weak equivalence 
W(~XSA’Y)-+@‘(~X’SA’Y)ES. By3.4thisinducedmapis l-1 andontooncom- 
ponents. Moreover it is not difficult to verify that 
(*) given a twisting map t :X- WA’ Y, A#(Xx, Y) is canonically isomorphic (as 
a simplicial set) to the simplicial set of sections of the projection map 
XX,A’Y-,XES, where s denotes the twisting map induced by t and the conjuga- 
tion action of A’Y on itself. 
This readily implies that the induced map A# (XX, Y)+ A# (X’ XIf Y) E S is a 
weak equivalence and (i) now follows from [4, 3.3(ii)]. 
That disjoint unions go to products and that pushout squares in which all maps 
are cofibrations go to pullback diagrams is immediate and it thus remains to prove 
that cofibrations go to fibrations, i.e. [4, 3.3(ii)] one has to show that the two condi- 
tions of [4, 2.21 are satisfied. That [4, 2.2(ii)] holds follows readily from (*) above. 
Finally [4, 2.2(i)] can be verified, one dimension at the time, by means of a 
straightforward calculation which uses the formulas of [8, 18.3(T) and 20.1(U)]. 
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9. Proof of Theorem 5.7 
GivenobjectsX, Y, ,..., Y, ,... ~SandsubgroupsA’YiCAY, ,..., A’Y,,cAY, ,..., 
form (7.5), for every integer n>O, the bisimplicial set 
IV(l(Ll[-] xX)jA’Y, j*..jA’Y,) 
which in dimensions (k, -) consists of w(l(A [k] XX) j A’Y, j ... j A’ Y,). In 
dimensions (-, 0) these bisimplicial sets then consist of the simplicial sets 
hom(X, @(A’ Y,, . . . , A’ Y,)) and Theorem 5.7 is therefore a ready consequence of 
Theorem 7.4 and the following proposition: 
9.1. Proposition. The natural (in X) maps 
IV(lXjA’Y, j**.jA’Y,) %diag F(l(d[-]xX)jA’Y, j...jA’y,)~S, 
hom(X, F(A’Y,, . . ..A’Y.)) *diag w(l(A[-1xX) jA’Y, j...jA’Y,)~s 
induced by the two sets of degeneracy operators, are weak equivalences. 
It remains to give a 
9.2. Proof of Proposition 9.1. This consists of two parts: a proof of the initial case, 
i.e. the case n= 1, and a proof of the induction step. 
To prove the initial case, one notes that 8.5(i) and [2, Chapter XI, 3.41 imply that 
the map U, : @(IX j A’ Y,) -+ diag @‘(I@ [-] XX) f A’ Y,) is a weak equivalence and 
that therefore the functor W(lO [-] x -) j A’ Y,) : S-S satisfies the conditions of 
8.1. In view of 8.2 it thus suffices to show that the map 
zOul:hom(X, WA’Y,)+n,diag W(l(A[-]xX)jA’Y,)=nO~(lXjA’Y,) 
is l-l and onto, which by 3.1, is indeed the case. 
To prove the induction step one observes that the maps U, and v, (nz 1) are 
compatible with the projections 
FV(lXjA’Y, j..*jA’Y,)+W(lXjA’Y, j...jA’Y,_,), 
diag @(l(A[-]xX)jA’Y, j..-jA’Y,) 
+diag w(l(d[-1xX) jA’Y, j...jA’Y,,_,), 
hom(X, W(A’Y,, . . . , A’Y,))-+hom(X, W(A’Y,,...,A’Y,_,)) 
which (7.1, [4, 931 and 5.3) are fibrations. It thus suffices to show that, given an 
iterated twisted product Xx,, Y, x,;.. xl,_, Y,-, (with groups A’Y,, . . ..A’Y._,), 
the restrictions of u, and v, to the fibres of these fibrations over the vertices which 
correspond (7.2 and 5.4) to Xx,, Y, x,;..x,~~, Y,_ l, are weak equivalences. In 
view of 7.3 and 5.6, these maps coincide with the maps 
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u1: wuxx,, y, x,,**-Xl,_, yn-,)SA’Y,) 
+diag F(l(n[-I xXx,, Yt x0... x,,_, Y,_,)SA’Y,), 
u, : hom((Xx,, Y, xl,..- x r,_,Yn-I), WA’Y,) 
+diag ~(~(~[-]xXX,,Y,X,,...X,~_,Y~_,)SA’Y,) 
and the desired result now follows from the (already proven) initial case of Proposi- 
tion 9.1 with XX,, Y, x,,-.- xt,_, Y,_, instead of X and A’ Y,, instead of A’ Y, . 
10. Postnikov systems revisited 
As an application we answer some questions about 
10.1. Postnikov systems. There are two complementary aspects to Postnikov 
systems (181 and IS]>: 
The first and simple aspect is the fact that every connected minimal simplicial set 
X has a functorial inverse limit decomposition (its Postnikov decomposition) 
X-l&-nX, -...-X,-X,_,-...-X,=O[O] 
in which each map Xn+Xnp, is a fibration with the minimal Eilenberg-MacLane 
complex K(rr,X, n) as fibre. Moreover each of these fibrations X,+X, _ , has an 
obstruction to a cross section, which is an (n + I)-dimensional cohomology class on 
X,_ , with local coefficients in n,X (called k-invariant ofX). Every cocycle in this 
cohomology class gives rise to a twisted product of X,_ , and K(n,?X, n) which can 
be identified with X,, in such a manner that its projection onto X,_ 1 coincides with 
the fibration Xn+Xnpl. 
The other and more delicate aspect is going the other way, i.e. constructing all 
possible connected minimal simplicial sets, as follows. Given a sequence 
G,, . . . , G,, . . . of potential homotopy groups (i.e. groups which are abelian, except 
for possibly G,), one puts Y,=n [0] and Y, =K(G,, 1) and, inductively, chooses 
cocycles k”+ I (called k-cocycles) and constructs simplicial sets Y,, (n> l), such that 
k ‘+ ’ is an (n + I)-dimensional cocycle on Y,_ , with local coefficients in G, and Y, 
is the associated twisted product of Y,_, and K(G,, n). Then each projection 
K + Y, - I is a fibration with K(G,, n) as its fibre and with the cohomology class of 
k n+’ as its obstruction to a cross section. To complete the construction one now 
takes the inverse limit Y of the sequence of projections 
. . . -Y,-Y,~,-~~~-Y,-Y,=o[o] 
and notes that Y is indeed a connected minimal simplicial set, which has this se- 
quence of projections as its Postnikov decomposition. 
Moreover, this construction becomes rather simple if one formulates it completely 
in terms of twisted products, as the results of [l] and [9] readily imply that choosing 
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a sequence of k-cocycles as above is equivalent o constructing an iterated twisted 
product with base A [0] and fibres K(G,, l), . . . , K(G,, n), . . . . 
Of course this construction immediately raises the 
10.2. Question. When do two sequences of k-cocycles give rise to the same 
homotopy type or equivalently, when are two iterated twisted products with base 
A [0] and fibres K(G,, l), . . . , K(G,, n), . . . isomorphic as simplicial sets? 
The answer is contained in the following proposition which follows immediately 
from 5.5 and 6.3; 
10.3. Proposition. Two iterated twisted products 
(0 AIO] x,;K(G,, 1)x,;... xt;K(Gn, n)..., 
(ii) A [0] x,;K(G,, 1) x,iK(G,, 1) xr;K(G,, n>... 
are isomorphic as simplicial sets iff there exists an iterated twisted product 
A 111 x,,K(G,, 1) x,;-. xr,WG,, n).-- 
such that (i) and (ii) are exactly its pullbacks along the two maps A [0] -+ A [l] E S. 
10.4. Remark. This result of course generalizes to Moore-Postnikov systems of 
fibrations with connected fibres and a connected base BE S. One merely replaces 
everywhere A [0] by B and A [l] by A [l] x B and changes everything else accordingly. 
The construction of k-cocycles (10.1) also suggests the following 
10.5. Tentative question. Is it necessary to construct the k-cocycles inductively from 
the bottom up, or equivalently, is it necessary to construct an iterated twisted pro- 
duct with base AIO] and fibres K(G,, l), . . . , K(G,, n), . . . from the bottom up? 
In other words, is it necessary to ‘twist on’ one K(G,, n) at the time, or is it 
possible to take a twisted product of several consecutive K(G,, n)‘s and then twist 
this on all at once. Or even worse, if 1 <is k< n, when can a twisted product of 
K(G,, l), . . . , K(G,, k) and a twisted product of K(G;, i), . . . ,K(G,, n) be twisted 
together into a twisted product of K(G,, l), . . . , K(G,, n)? 
To formulate these questions more precisely, let K, = K(G,, n) for all II > 1 and, 
given two integers i and n with 1 <i<n and an iterated twisted product 
K, xr, +.. xr,K,,, denote by e;(K, xt**+ xr,K,) the iterated twisted product with base 
K; and fibres Ki+, , . . . , K,,, obtained by pulling K, x,, ... x,~ K,, back along the (uni- 
que) map A [Ol-+K, xt;.. &_, Kit, ES. Then one can ask: 
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10.6. Question. Given two integers i and IZ with 1 <i<n and iterated twisted pro- 
ducts Kr Xtz-** X,,_,K;_ 1 and Ki Xu,+, .a* X,,nK,,, find all (if any) iterated twisted 
products K, x,;.. xt,K, such that 
ei(K1 X,;** xt,KJ=K,x,,+, ... xu,K,, 
as iterated twisted products. 
10.7. Question. Given integers i, k and n with 1 < is k< n and iterated twisted pro- 
ducts K, x,;.. x,,Kc; and Ki xU,+;*. xU,K,,, find all (if any) iterated twisted pro- 
ducts K, x0 ... xI,,K, such that 
ci(Kt XZ, .” Xf,Ka)=Ki X,(+,.‘. X,,K, 
as iterated twisted products. 
Clearly a necessary (though not sufficient) condition for the existence of such an 
iterated twisted product is that 
ei WI X t2 “.Xt,Kk)=KiX,,+,...X,kKk 
as iterated twisted products. 
The answers to these questions are contained in the following propositions, which 
follow immediately from 5.4-5.6: 
10.8. Proposition. Given integers i and n with 1 < i< n and iterated twistedproducts 
K, x/;.. xl,-, Ki_, and Kix,+;*. xUn K,, , the (always existing) iterated twisted pro- 
ducts K, x,, ... xt,K,, such that 
ei(K1 XI, ... X,,Kn)=Ki Xu,+, ... X,,K, 
as iterated twisted products, are in l- 1 correspondence with the dotted arrows which 
make the diagram 
Ll WI - ~(AKi, . ..IAK.) 
! 
/’ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
K, x,;.. ~,,_,K;L, 
(in which the horizontal map is (5.5) induced by Ki x,,+, ‘.. xU,K,,) commutative. 
10.9. Proposition. Given integers i, j, k and n with 1 <i~jl k<n and iterated 
twisted products K, Xt;*’ x,,Kk and Ki X,,+;.’ x,,K,, such that 
ei(Ki x,;.. xfkKk)=Ki x,,+l.‘* x,,Kk 
as iterated twisted products, the (not always existing) iterated twisted products 
K, x,;.. x,,K, such that 
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eiW1 x,, ~~~x,~K,,)=K;x~,+;~~ x,,K,,
as iterated twistedproducts, are in 1-l correspondence with the dotted arrows which 
make the diagram 
K, Xu,+I “. Xu,_,Kj-l - 
1 
~(~Kj, . . ..AK.) 
incl. 
/” 1 
proj. 
KI Xt,... Xo_>j- 1 ~ ~(AKj, . . ..AK.) 
(in which the horizontal maps are (5.5) induced by the given iterated twisted pro- 
ducts and the vertical maps are the obvious ones) commutative. 
We end with a 
10.10. Remark. Propositions 10.8 and 10.9 clearly remain valid if one replaces the 
K,,‘s by arbitrary simplicial sets with only one vertex. 
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